
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS RFQ # 19J01023Q0004 
 

Q 1.  Please provide site plan and topography. 

A 1.  No site plan nor topography could be provided, but each contractor can bring his own surveyor for 
this purpose.  

 

Q 2. Please advise if we can do another site visit in order to take slope level. 

A 2. It was scheduled and done.  

 

Q 3. Please confirm if there is any specific design for the required benches. 

A 3. Outdoor heavy-duty benches  

 

Q 4. Please specify the pergolas material type. 

A 4. No schematic shape. But for the materials, should be A- Heavy Duty: made with brand new high-
quality sunscreen fabric, so it blocks up to 95% of harmful UV rays, Made of 100% brand new high-
density Permeable UV Block Fabric 260GSM polyethylene knitted fabric material. 

B- Easy to Installation and Maintenance: Easy to clean with mild detergent and water, fade-resistant, will 
not mold, mildew, stain, or tear, 7-year warranty, satisfaction guaranteed. 

 

Q 5. Please confirm that, there is no painting works in the given RFQ. 

A 5. The painting work is required for two walls with 70 m * 2.5 m approximately.  The paint should be 
outdoor weather shield type.  

 

Q 6. For fencing item: What is meant by Install blue Privacy screen at the above-mentioned fence? what 
is meant by screen, is it metal sheet with blue color?  

A 6. 

Property Value 

Material Closed Woven Polypropylene with No Fillers 

Blockage 95% Privacy & the Highest Level of UV Inhibitors 

UV Moderate UV inhibitors 

GSM 400-GSM 



Property Value 

Finishing Commercial finishing included 

Life expectancy 8-10 ear outdoor & 12-15 year indoor 

 

Q 7. For benches item it is mentioned four outdoor benches in the description, and 8 in the quantity, 
please verify. 

A 7. Four benches and Four trash bins.  

 

Q 8. Is there any schematic shape or materials for the shades? 

A 8. No schematic shape. But for the materials, should be A- Heavy Duty: made with brand new high-
quality sunscreen fabric, so it blocks up to 95% of harmful UV rays, made of 100% brand new high-
density Permeable UV Block Fabric 260GSM polyethylene knitted fabric material. 

B- Easy to Installation and Maintenance: Easy to clean with mild detergent and water, fade-resistant, will 
not mold, mildew, stain, or tear, 7-year warranty, satisfaction guaranteed. 

 

Q 9. Is there any approximate quantity for the backfill materials will be needed in lot 2?  

A 9. Each contractor can bring his own surveyor to the site to do his calculation.  

 


